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ABSTRACT:  The topic of this project is steering controlled (or directional) headlights, that are usually a separate 

set of headlights fitted to road vehicles beside the standard low beam/high beam headlights and their feature is that 

they turn with the steering, in order that the driving force of the vehicle can see the bend, what he's actually turning 

into. These sort of headlights appeared on production cars in the1920’s and are still around now a days, but not 

very popular, although they create already dark driving safer. The foremost famous car which featured these lights 

was the Citroen DS (1955-1975), introduced on the1968 Paris Motor Show. The headlights are often connected to 

the steering linkage by means of rods or cables, operated hydraulically by the facility steering or now a days 

electronically adjusted, even controlled by satellite navigation system. Our project is to form new and modern 

Directional Headlight in efficient manner by increasing the sunshine angle. Directional headlights are those 

headlights that provide improved lighting especially for cornering. There are automobiles that have their headlights 

directly connected to the steering system in order that its lights will follow the movement of the front wheels. Gear 

is employed to transmit motion and to scale back the no of rotations from steering rod to cam shaft. Consistent with 

our project, when the steering steers to the proper , the light bracket at right alone steers to right using spur and 

pinion and crown wheel mechanism and reduction gears & vice versa.. The reduction gears are wont to turn the 

brackets to the specified angle respective to the steering rotation. Our project are going to be useful for vehicles, 

which are been utilized in hill areas The 1968 Citroen DS featuring directional-headlights. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Automobiles are becoming smarter and smarter—various integrated camera and sensing systems 

can now assist you copy safely, park, avoid a collision, stay in your lane, provide you with a 

warning to a vehicle in your blind spot, and supplement your vision in the dark , among other 

features (figure 1). The Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) that have these capabilities 

typically use embedded-vision, RADAR, and/or LiDAR-based technology to continuously 

monitor the environment outside the vehicle. 

 

Figure 1: headlamp[1]  

Another automotive engineering advancement is internet-enabled vehicles that allow various IoT 

integrations starting from connecting to your smart phone, to navigating, to identifying preventive 
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maintenance issues in your engine. Also under development are advanced “Connected Vehicle” 

systems as a joint effort of car/device makers and therefore the U.S. Department of Transportation 

(DOT).Among a variety of potential applications, connected vehicle systems will enable your car 

to exchange information with other vehicles on the road. for instance , you'll receive an alert if 

another car is running a red light at the intersection you're close to drive across, or if a vehicle is 

coming quickly around a blind bend . The present invention relates to headlights of an automobile, 

more particularly to a direction turning device for headlights of an automobile which enables to 

show direction synchronously with the rotation of the steering and hence increasing the security 

for driving within the dark or in the darkness. Within the known technology of the prior art, a 

headlight of an automobile features a fixed line of emission which is aligned with the front 

direction of the automobile. Although the consequences of "high beam" or "low this invention is 

to supply a direction turning device for a headlight of an automobile which renders to emission 

direction of a headlight of an automobile in synchronization with steering and thus increases the 

illuminated area upon changes of direction of the automobile when the car makes turns. In ancient 

Directional headlights, when the steering steers to right or left direction, then both the proper and 

left headlights will steer to the attitude directions[2]. It leads to altering the optical axis of the top 

light to the vehicle speed and therefore the front road-shape. But consistent with our project, when 

the steering steers to right then the proper side of the headlight bracket steers to right side and 

therefore the left side headlight bracket remains stationery by cam mechanism and it's similar for 

the opposite side also[3]. 

 Because of this, the optical axis of the headlight is widened and it's useful for the drivers for safety 

ride. The aim is to design and develop a “Steering Controlled Headlight Mechanism” which acts 

as directional headlights. This is done by connecting headlights and steering. Present day 

automobiles don’t have effective lighting system[4]. Due to this many accidents are happening 

during night times especially in hilly areas. The accidents are often avoided by incorporating 

Steering Control Headlight Mechanism.  

The rack and pinion gear mechanism is employed for this project. When the wheel is rotated and 

rotation is converted to translator motion through the rack and pinion mechanism. When the front 

wheels are steered, the headlights follows an equivalent path and therefore the light is concentrated 

on more divergent area. Within the present project, it's planned to style “Steering Controlled 

Headlight Mechanism” and a live model unit is fabricated. Beam are often achieved by adjusting 

the angle of elevation of the headlight, the direction of emission isn't adjustable on the left or right. 

When the road curves or turns, the corner on time when the car turns, thereby creating a dead angle 

of illumination and such lack of visibility poses danger in driving in the dark or darkly. Therefore, 

it's highly desirable to create a tool to solve this problem and such device is of high utility[5]. 

Rack And Pinion Gear Mechanism: 

A pinion is a type of linear actuator consisting of a pair of gears that transforms rotation movement 

into linear movement. The circular gear "the pinion" is connecting teeth to a bar called the "rack" 

of linear gear; a rotational force is added to the pinion and moves the pinion to the linear movement 

of the pinion. Pinion is a typical spur gear, and the pinion is an infinite-radius component of spur 
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gear. Rack-and-pinion steering is quickly becoming the foremost common sort of steering on cars, 

small trucks and SUVs. It’s actually a reasonably simple mechanism. A rack-and-pinion gear set 

is enclosed during a metal tube, with each end of the rack protruding from the tube. A rod, called 

a rod, connects to every end of the rack[5]. The pinion gear is attached to the steering shaft. Once 

you turn the wheel, the gear spins, moving the rack. The rod at each end of the rack connects to 

the steering arm on the spindle. The rack-and-pinion gear set does two things:- 

1. It converts the rotational motion of the wheel into the linear motion needed to show the 

wheels. 

2. It provides a gear reduction, making it easier to show the wheels. On most cars, it takes 

three to four complete revolutions of the wheel to form the wheels turn from lock to lock 

(from left to far right). 

Present day headlamps are electrically worked, situated two by two, a couple on each side 

of the front of a vehicle. A headlamp framework is needed to create a low and a high shaft, 

which might be delivered by numerous sets of single-bar lights or by a couple of double 

pillar lights, or a blend of single-bar and double bar lights. High pillars cast the vast 

majority of their light straight ahead, expanding seeing distance however creating a lot of 

glare for safe use when different vehicles are available out and about. Since there is no 

uncommon control of upward light, high shafts likewise cause backdazzle from mist, 

downpour and snow because of the retroreflection of the water drops. Low pillars have 

stricter control of upward light, and direct the vast majority of their light descending and 

either rightward (in right-traffic nations) or leftward (in left-traffic nations), to give forward 

perceivability without exorbitant glare or backdazzle.  

 

Low shaft : 

Low shaft (plunged bar, passing bar, meeting pillar) headlamps give a conveyance of light 

intended to give forward and sidelong enlightenment, with limits on light coordinated 

towards the eyes of other street clients to control glare. This bar is expected for use at 

whatever point different vehicles are available ahead, regardless of whether approaching 

or being overwhelmed.  

The worldwide ECE Regulations for fiber headlamps and for focused energy release 

headlamps determine a shaft with a sharp, topsy-turvy cutoff keeping huge measures of 

light from being projected into the eyes of drivers of going before or approaching vehicles. 

Control of glare is less severe in the North American SAE bar standard contained in 

FMVSS/CMVSS 108. 

 

High shaft:  

High shaft (primary pillar, driving bar, full bar) headlamps give a brilliant, focus weighted 

dissemination of light with no specific control of light coordinated towards other street 

clients' eyes. Accordingly, they are just reasonable for use when alone out and about, as 

the glare they produce will astonish different drivers. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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Automobiles are becoming smarter and smarter—various integrated camera and sensing systems 

can now assist you copy safely, park, avoid a collision, stay in your lane, provide you with a 

warning to a vehicle in your blind spot, and supplement your vision in the dark , among other 

features. The Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) that have these capabilities typically 

use embedded-vision, RADAR, and/or LiDAR-based technology to continuously monitor the 

environment outside the vehicle[6]. 

A rack-and-pinion gear set is enclosed during a metal tube, with each end of the rack protruding 

from the tube. A rod, called a rod, connects to every end of the rack. The pinion gear is attached 

to the steering shaft. Once you turn the wheel, the gear spins, moving the rack. The rod at each end 

of the rack connects to the steering arm on the spindle[7]. 

CONCLUSION 

Before we undertook this project our knowledge about directional headlights was limited. After 

doing an extensive research for this project we've a wider knowledge of this field in automotive 

engineering, learnt useful information about differing types of directional headlights. We’ve 

searched the library of the school for relevant books and therefore the internet for extra 

information. During the build of an experimental model of directional headlights on a vehicle 

we've improved our DIY skills and technical problem solving ability. Carrying out test with the 

project vehicle has proved that this idea works and although such lights aren't widely used even 

nowadays, it does support the driver’s vision during night-time driving, helps to scale back black 

spots while cornering and thus reduces the danger of accidents, by helping to note persons or 

objects hidden during a bend earlier beforehand . We are looking forward to ascertain more road 

vehicles equipped with directional headlights in serial production. 
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